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THE CREATIVE INDIVIDUALITY AND THE "TAYL‘AN BEING":

How shall we develop our emotions and our bodies?

At the moment when we believe that there is a creative indiv—

iduality. and another whom we call the "lay-man being." we are

already taking part in this fight to accept the creative indiv-

iduality. and try with it to defeat the "layman“ who uses and

abuses our voice. body and emotions. Thin is the moment when

you must dacidu whether you want to go on that way or go on

by developing yourself in the school, and in our discussions.

When no realizp that there are two individualitios -

ono against tho creative process and another for it - then

that knowledge alone in already of very great importance.

Vihonwvo know that there are two, and we know which we accept

and which we deny, that in already great strength which we can

give to the creative individuality, and can weaken the "layman“

in us. As soon as we begin to develop our bodiou, voices, and
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emotions. we bégin to got our professional actor's technique.

and as soon we wo have our technique. we can start; the ore-

at'ivo process - and what will it be?

ATmoSPHERE. ‘

when the creative individuality begins to create,

begins to be active. what happens first of all? First of all.

the creative individuality fools itself as if surromded by

the atmosphere of fixture work - we may not yet know what it

will he - but we know that our creative individuality io sur-

rounded by a. certain definite atmosphere which in pleasantly

worrying us. When we got a certain part and we say we don't

like it — why? It is because the atmosphere is of a different

kind. and it cannot accept this part. Whether we are conscious

of this general atmosphere or not does not mean anything. but

we lmow the reeult when the atmosphere says. "No. it is not

what I want." Or we can say. for instance. that we want to

act'moro tragic part5. more melodramatic parts. etc. What dooo

it mean? It is a general atmosphere which one carries with arm

for Ono's: whole life as a creative individuality. So there in

a general atmosphere which dictates to us. as actors, what we

have to act.

01‘ course. there are individuals who have many atmos—

pheres which change with the years, with the times. the day.

etc.. but still there is one individual atmosphere always pro—

sont. For instance. one whats to be a clown but has never had
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this opportunity. and this atmosphere of clown remains unant-

iefied. This was my case. I never had the opportunity to

show all those elm-m tricks. I wanted to be a clown. but I

was acting Hamlet and other parts like that. and there was no

place for clowning. Later an I noticed that I was clowning

in a modified wayll ‘

We have to eatiefy these atmospheres and we cannot

avoid it. To kill on atmosphere which surrounds an individual

is impossible. We have to feel it and when we know_ that there

are atmospheres always in us. surrounding us. then again the

knowledge of it makes a great difference in our own lives.

If I knew I am a clown. it makes life easier for me.

TECHNIQUE OF READING THE TEXT:

Each creation starts with atmogghero, however hidden

and obscure it may be. it always starts with the atmosphere.

Therefore. if we receive a part, and start with the text and

begin to study the part with the ideas and thoughts and events

and logical succession of facts. which are given in the play.

we do. to my mind. the greatest mistake because we start from

the point which is not logically right for a creative process.

We start with the very thing with which we have to finish. We

have toM with the written play - that will be the result

when we are so far advanced in our part. We shall be able to

road it and understand what is behind it. and must not start

with the superficial understanding; of who is speaking to whom.
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what about. and what shall happen. This approach makes us

somehow dry. dull. and professional in the wrong way. and

kills the atmosphoro not only of thio special play, but our

ovm atmospheres, whatever they are. are somehow offended.

If we start with the reading of the text. I feel I

understand the play. but I, lose myself. The more I read the

play. the text, the more I. understand it. the more I lose the

interest for acting. and I begin to think of the production.

what costumes ‘I shall wear, how much I will get, and how I will

get rid of the rehearsals as soon as pooaiblo. Not because we

are not artists. but because we (start with the wrong thing

which offends the most profound thing - our individuality.

surrounded by atmospheres.

what should we actually do? We should start with

reading the play, but overlooking the thoughts. the logic of

everything and to, first of all. throw away everything I have

lmown about the play. Before we start to work on Romeo and

m. we have to throw away everything we have known ahout

it. and start anew by starting to enjoy the atmospharoe. Read

it again and again. scene after scene. AB soon as you can

satiety your hunger for the atmosphere of the play, every kind

of reading is right and even no reading is right.

THE CREATIVE INDIVIDUAL-IT?! - THE ARTIST:

I have prepared a little chart: [:1 graph or scheme].
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1. The creative individuality is high above every-

thing. and our undeveloped part is down here.

2. Then comes the creative individuality surrounded

by the atmospheres.

3. Then our technique comes when we try to satisfy

our necessity for atmosphere.

IMAGINIEG THE PLAY:

when. for‘instancc. we are going to produce 391139.

and Juliet. we, first of all. read the play several times and

create in our minds and souls the atmosphere. Thenjhe next

step will be given - while reading the play' - which is to see.

to imagine - not to underotand - but to imagine the text. This

is much more pleasant than to read and memorize the lines. To

imagine all the events. characters. etc.. whether they are

very fine. or whether they are primitive at the very beginning.

it does not matter. the only important thing is that we avoid

the mistake of never imagining the play.

When you imagine the balcony scene, for instance.

you will imagine all the pictures you have seen. You will be

disturbed by the many pictures. but you will eventually got

rid of them.

The third stage is to imagine the whole ploy - one

sentence. one word. details, etc. This kind of imagination

will be prompted entirely by the atmosphere. All the images

which will come. whether primitive or complicated. will be in

full harmony with the atmosphere of Romeo and Juliet. which
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we will have discovered or created while reading the play.

Now the process of atmosphere. It must go on simul-

taneously with our everyday rehearsals. We have to adjust

ourselves to it. By imagining Romeo and Juliet, and especially

your own part in it. you have to try to develop in more and

more detail everything you are going to perform. The more

dotallo the better. That means that you have to 323 in your

imagination, your own part, and also act other part0 as much

as you need in order to clarify your own part, your own char-

.acter. etc.

THE ACTOR AS DIRECTOR!

Every actor must be a director. at least inwardly.

The psychology of the director must be known to each actor.

That means that the actor who gets a port must be able to see

everything around this part. He must be aole to see the whole

performance. or at least to anticipate how he would produce

the play. The Broadway producer will produce a ploy his own

way. quite differently from us. but it is a harmless contra-

diction.

The important thing is that we have an eye which

sees more than just our own part. While imagining Romeo and

Juliet and your own part. you have to more or less imagine the

whole performance around you. It will become necessary, because

the atmosphere of Romeo and Juliet will not allow you to confine

yourself only to your own character. It has to be done in order
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to satisfy the atmosphere which becomes 'moro and more creative

and demanding. To satisfy such an atmosphere. one has to ima—

gine everything.

THE CREATIVE INDIVIDUALITYI

That is what happens schematically. First, the cre-

ative individuality surrounded by the atmosphere, and then

into the atmosphere you put more and more images and details.

The first thing woe our undeveloped emotions and body. _Thon

when we begin to develop the general technique. something rises

up as if to meet the. imaginative performance. when the imagine-

tion is being developed more and more in details. you will need

not only a good general technique, but a. special technique for

 

a special part. 'i‘ho technique for Rog/1:791

than that for _

gig is different

 

1;, the technique for flingtleaxglia different

than the technique for Cordelia. This is the most pleué'ant

thing for our creative individuality — which is the artiot in

us.

This special technique needs to be found each time

we prepare a part. For instance. we must find out how King

Lear walks. because no one in the world walks like him. How

Ophelia walk: is again the thing which must be found by the

actor. This Special technique. this special body for King

‘ Lear. this special voice.

THE ACTDR'S VOICEI
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The greatest mistake we make is that we always use

our own voices for ever?) part. Incl: of imagination. lack of

interest for the character. lack of time. perhaps. but it

gives one of the poorest impressions of our present theatre.

We speak "in general” and so much in the one tone that we

have lost the feeling for the voice - only thoughts. businese.

ideas. We don't hear our exm voices speaking. or our fellow-

xrzm speaking. We don’t really by}; much either - we under-

stand much but we don't hear. But if one'e voice changes

suddenly, We realize that it is not the usual voice. 0n the

stage it is actually our duty to produce a new voice for each

part. when we act Cordelia and Ophelia and Karin with our

own voice, it in wrong theatrically.

From the artistic point of View. if we will listen

to the character speaking; we will discover that we cannot

hear this voice - how she acts and how ehe speake is in great

disharmony - someone else speaks from behind her. One actor

speake wrongly. another moves \vrongly, and another forces his

emotions wrongly. But by imagining in detail and by'hearing

the voice of Juliet in our imagination, we will get the desire

to imitate this fine voice which we hear in our imagination.

Then we have to appeal to our own voice to see whether we can

produce it. and that is the question of technique.

Then we meet this necessity to have a special tech-

nique. a special voice. special body and special composition
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of emotions. Now the individual becomes more active. The

atmosphere surrounds all the images. the images are born.

and the general technique becomes aspecial one.

INSPIRATION:

When it happens that we have elaborated our special

technique for this particular part. and when we have by cer-

tain means incorporated all our images - by using our special

techniqueu for this character - then we have to wait for the

last stage which comes of itself. And this stqgo is whnt we

call insgiration. ”

Inspiration comes when everything is forgotten —

the method. the technique, tho‘part. thn author. the audience.

avex'ything. Then a miracle happens. It happens that the

play. the tart, begins to exist independently of ourselves.

Everyone knows this pleasant state. which cannot he mistaken

by anyone. It is a moment of such greatness and strength that

it cannot be mistaken for anything else.

INSPIRED ACTING:

It is the moment of inspiration when the character.

being promyted by the right atmosphere, being prepared by

careful imagining, being friends with the creative individual-

ity is not there and we here. No - the individuality is huts

and there and everything is one harmonious. well—integrated

psychological and physical whole. It is the event for which
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we have come onto the stage. We have chosen our profession

because our artistic individuality has anticipated this

motivation. That is the beginning of our career. the dream

of our profession. and it muet be the end of our ptofesoion.

In between in work. technique. effort, and then comes this

harmonious whole .

IMPROVISATION I

New I hope you will accept my suggestion that we

shall start our sketch no if logically - first the 'atmosphcre,

then elaboration and technique.- and then comee the moment of

~ inspiration. Therefore. we shall start our sketch with utmea-

phoro. I will give you certain material for inagining. and

we shall study what should be the logic of a creatfie Eroceuo.

I have in mind a theme which I want to bring; to the

point of performance. At the moment. I on the only one who

knows what it is. but we will gradujally come to the performance.

Atmcsgherer: for the sketch:

The first atmosphere will be the following one:

Early morning — very early - before down, in a tavern which

is very dirty, very low. All the people are very drunk - they

have been drinking the whole night. Everyone is tired and

exhausted — prostitutes and sailors. Everything that could

happen has happened. They are exhausted. unbridled. weak,

over-tired — it is like a nightmare. Somewhere there are
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attempts to sing the songs which have been sung during the

night - disharmony everywhere. satiety. Drinking goes on

very lazily - some exclamations. some attempts to sing, noth-

ing reasonable, tired. stuffy. This is the atmosphere.

Try to imagine it around us - don't try to flag;

anything. We Will feel as soon as the atmosphere is there.

When you imagine the atmosphere around you. allow yourself to

be open to it. Don't force yourself to be open — Just open

yourself to thin heavy atmosphere. Now try to move a. little

in harmony with this atmosphere. In making these small move— g

mento. try to avoid anelyzingmhat these movements mean.

Without any special‘aim except to move hamonieuoly with the

atmosphere. Don't allow your intellect to hold you at thin

moment. I

Now. while producing theme movements. simply speak

the word. "Well.“ which it must also be in the atmosphere.

Then get up. as if to go home. and fall down again. In har-

mony with the atmosphere. Then someone starts to sing vaguely.

others try to join. then drop it. Each sailor and prostitute

will choose a partner, and will sit together - they have been

together so much physically that they cannot be separated.

Hm "How long have you been here?" She: "For eight years."

Both are absolutely indifferent. New drop the atmOSphera.

Now take the moment when the greatest activity is

present - singing. drinking, and kiseing each other. This
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time the atmosphere is that of the same tavern — the same

smelly‘ dirty. low standard of morality. It is night. and

all the devils are here. Unbridled atmosphere ~ very active.

It is full of a certain hot love - sly love - no hatred._. Ono

sailor. the Captaih. is in the room with a girl) He tells

the sailors that they must be at the boat at six o'clock.

They attempt to capture some semblance of. discigline.

' There are two atmospheres for this sketch. which you

can exercise at home. Imagine the air around you_filled with

tho atmosyhere. Try to move and speak in it — first in one

and then in the other.

FEELING OF EASE:

There are four qualities which each artist must have

developed in himself so strongly that they are always there.

Whatever the part. whatever the momenta in the part. these

four qualities are symptoms cf pno who is a creative artist.

We will start with the first quality today. We call 11: igni- ,

ing of ease because it is a very strongly expressed feeling;

of lightness and ease.

That means that whatever we are going to experience

on the stage — even if it is terribly heavy and uneasy - the

impression that it is terribly heavy must ha 55151511, but :‘lfl

hit is produced must be artistically light and may always.

Then it will be really something which we may enjoy. and we
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will understand much more what is behind the acting which is

permeated with this feeling of ease. If. for instance, we

show a very heavy thing with a feeling of case. being light

and fiaey in our muscles and our paychology. it will be Pleasant

for the audienee. but if we are really doing it heavily and

tenaoly - using everything opposite to the feeling of cans -

it will give the impression of heaviness, but it will be an

unpleasant sensation for the audience. Such efforts make the

audience and the actors really ill - if two men are fighting

in earnest on the stage. it is impossible to look at. but if

they fight having this ability of case, they will give the

improssion of a fight. but it will be a work of art.

Let us take the example of michaolangelo'u "moses".

There you will see how heavy is each fold of the cheek. and

the nose. and the hair. and the clothes 7 and at the same time

how light. Look at it from this point of View - the most

heavy things are expressed with the magic fooling of ease.

Another example: When laborers are at work, they

must get this feeling of ease when using their heavy tools.

If they did not get this feeling of ease and rhythm‘ they could

_ not do their work. Nature itself forces them to get immediately

this feeling of ease. So this first quality will be useful for

all of us. It makes the actor twice as happy on the stage. and

the audience three times as happy when watching him. There in

no philosoyhy about it. it is singly a feeling of ease. One
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is light when ins. good mood, and heavy when in a bad mood.

Exercise:

Try to recall the feeling of your body without

weight. Just lift your arm and experience the desire to

become eaoier and lighter. This simple exercise can lead to

great results. If we are able to move with e. fooling‘of ease,

we are changing our psychology. Kinny experiences will come

as a result of knocking at this door of the feeling of ease.

Try to lose the wéight of your becwh '

There is alweys a certain slight preparation before

the movement. New to this add a certain rhythm which is there

by nature. Feel your arms as wings. Now do it twieo as

quickly. and twice as quickly again. Then doit only in your

imagination. When we have no arms and hands at all. when we

become accustomed to using our invisible hands and arms. then

we will see that we havo only to “take“ our visible hand with

our invisible hands, and it will lose its weight entirely.

Tho invisible thing is the artistic one. That is feeling of

ease. '

New say the work, "Well." with this feelingvof ‘oaso.

That is what carries our Speech and makes it much more audible.


